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Reaction front structure in the diffusion-limited A¿B model with initially randomized reactants
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Subtle features of the reaction front formation in theA1B→0 reaction are reported for the initially random
and equalA1B reactant distribution. Three nonclassical parameters~initial linewidth, minimum, and maxi-
mum!, for each interparticle gap and nearest neighbor distance distributions, are derived, as a function of time,
using Monte Carlo simulations. These empirical front measures and their temporal scaling exponents are
compared with the previously studied ones for the reactant interparticle distributions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The A1B bimolecular reaction has been investigated
several groups over the last two decades in great d
@1–16#, and the characteristics of the nonclassical beha
of the density of reacting particles, particle distribution fun
tions, and the rate of the reaction, as a function of time,
well understood. However, the reaction front has only be
studied for initially separated reactants@4,8,10,12–15#. Here
we extend this to initially randomized reactants. Experim
tally, there are reaction studies where only the reactan
monitored by fluorescence~e.g., Ref.@16#!. There are even
situations where the product can be monitored only sho
after creation, e.g., for exciton or electron-hole annihilatio
where the product is a photon~e.g. @17#!, or for reactions
with a product that is a quickly dissipating gas molecu
With today’s highly sensitive photon or single molecule d
tection, it is conceivable that experimental determinatio
will mimic or test the simulations given here.

In the present work we investigate the positions of
products of theA1B reaction. In this model whenever the
is an encounter of oneA with one B particle, the two par-
ticles react in the usual way, and form the product spec
while both the reactants and the products leave the sys
instantaneously. It is of interest to monitor the locations
the positions where such encounters occur, because it
aid one in monitoring microscopically the reaction mech
nism, the formation of the segregatedA andB clusters, etc.
Thus, we monitor here the exact positions on the latt
where the reactants have reacted during the course o
reactions. These positions are stored in an array in the c
puter memory, but in no way do they influence the course
the reaction itself. Thus, these array elements are transpa
meaning that they do not participate in the reaction proc
and regularA and B reactant particles can diffuse on an
over them, and react on them any number of times. They
not diffuse or move in any way, but are stationary.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATIONS

The model reactionA1B is simulated on a 1-dimensiona
lattice in a fashion similar to previous work. Briefly,A andB
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particles are randomly distributed on the lattice before
start of the reaction. Then, the particles start to diffuse r
domly, and upon encounterA andB particles get annihilated
and removed from the system. The remaining particles c
tinue the reaction process in a similar way. We norma
monitor the particle density as a function of time. In th
present calculation we are interested in the locations of pr
uct formation, i.e., the lattice sites where a reaction has
curred. Thus, when a reaction takes place, the exact loca
of the reaction site is marked. These are the sites where
reaction products are been formed. However, this mark
does not affect at all the reaction process. The products
not participate in the reaction but are instantaneously
moved from the system. The reaction proceeds for a fi
time ~number of steps!. We then calculate for each reactio
site the nearest neighbor reaction site, and the interpar
spacing ~gap! between two reaction sites. For these tw
quantities we then form their distributions for several diffe
ent times. For better statistics we perform a large numbe
realizations, typically 100 000 different realizations, and a
erage the results. We analyze the characteristic feature
these distributions as a function of time.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we plot the distribution of the nearest neighb
distances~NNDD! of the locations of the product formation
Once the reaction locations are recorded, at a fixed time,
simply calculate numerically the nearest neighbor distan
for each reaction location. Each such location has stric
only one nearest neighbor~which is, of course, another reac
tion location!, and the distance to it is recorded. This is do
for all the locations found at a fixed time, and repeated
several different times. This procedure is the same as
performed in the past for thereactantspecies, i.e., theA-A
and theA-B distributions, but here it is done only for th
product locations. Thex-axis ~as in the past! is a normalized
quantity,X5(r 21)/(^r &21), wherer is the nearest neigh
bor distance, and̂r& is the average value ofr. The factor of
21 is included because the smallestr value is 1, and thus
now (r 21)50. The average valuêr& is included in order to
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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have a picture with the same particle density at differe
times, since as time evolves, there are fewer and fewer p
ticles left and fewer and fewer reaction events~reactions
sites/time!. In order toseethe basic effect as it changes with
time, we record these reaction locations only for a small tim
window, and not for the entire time interval. Had we re
corded these quantities for the entire time domain, we wo
have included the contributions from different time regime
and therefore, different effects, such as the initial rando
distribution, the later appearing segregated regime, etc. T
result would have been quite complicated, and thus we ch
in each calculation a small time interval equal to 10% of th
total time domain, and record the reactant production loc
tions only during this small window. For example, for th
time t51000 steps calculation, we record the locations on
at the intervalDt5900– 1000 steps, and ignore the location
of reactions outside this time interval. We observe that ea
curve goes initially, at smallr values, through a sharp mini-
mum, and then rises to a maximum at a longerr value. The
locations of the minima (Xmin) and maxima (Xmax) clearly
move to the right for longer observation times. Also, fo
longer times there is inherently more noise in the data. T
is because there are fewer particles left to react, and there
the noise is larger. However, the effect is the same at all ti
regions. We justify the existence of the minimum and th
maximum as follows: The location, where the reaction tak
place, is strongly dependent on the locations of the reacta
Initially all species are randomly distributed, and therefo
we expect to also have randomly distributed locations. Ho
ever, our time window does not include data from this tim
regime~see above!. It includes data from the last time inter
val, after reactant segregation has taken place. Thus, as
reaction proceeds and the clusters~‘‘domains’’! of separated
A andB species start to form, the reaction locations now a
all at the interface region between the two types of cluste

FIG. 1. Nearest neighbor distance distributions~distance is
given by r!, for the product locations in one-dimensional lattice
for the A1B reaction. The initialA and B particle density isr0

50.4 each. The lattice length isL5100 000 sites. Thex-axis is the
normalized quantityX5(r 21)/(^r &21), where^r& is the average
value ofr. The four curves correspond to four different times in th
reaction,t5200, t5700, t52000, andt510 000 steps, as marked
The data is average over 100 000 realizations.
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Thus the minimum in the curves samples the length of sp
between the clusters of opposite species~often called
‘‘gap’’ !, while the maximum is a measure of the size of th
segregated clusters~domains!.

In Fig. 2 we show the data for the distributions of th
lengths of the gaps between the product locations, a quan
that is somewhat equivalent to the interparticle distances
theA andB reactant particles~as also has been studied in th
past!. It is simply the length of lattice between the produ
particles in one dimension~but has no meaning in two or
three dimensions, unlike the nearest neighbor distance
quantity valid in any dimension!. Here thex axis is again the
quantity X5r 21/̂ r &21, where againr is the gap length,
and ^r& the average gap length. Herer can be 0, since any
number of reactions can occur on the same lattice site.
see trends similar to those with the previous quantity, t
nearest neighbor distance.

If we plot the quantity (r 21)/(^r &21) where theminima
Xmin and maxima Xmax are located, as time is varied, w
receive the plots in Figs. 3 and 4, for the NNDD and ga
quantities, respectively. We observe that in log-log axes
locations of both the extrema do scale quite well with tim
giving for the NNDD case~Fig. 3! exponent values off min
50.1960.01, and f max50.3160.01, and for the gap case
~Fig. 4! values off min50.2460.01, andf max50.2060.01.

The third quantity we calculate is the ‘‘initial linewidth’’
~preceding the minimum! of either the NND or the gap. This
reduced linewidthL ~Fig. 5! is calculated at half height (P
50.5), in units of the normalized distance given by th
x-axis ~from x50 to the nextx-value at whichP50.5!. Like
the minimum parameter (Xmin), it is a measure of the inter-
domain reaction front. WhileXmin may be related more di-
rectly to the interdomainAB gap, L is very similar to the
reaction front width~W! parameter used for reactions wit
initially separated reactants@4,8#. The time exponents aref

,

FIG. 2. The interparticle~gap! distributions~the gap distance is
given by r!, for the product locations in one-dimensional lattice
for the A1B reaction. The initialA and B particle density isr0

50.4 each. The lattice length isL5100 000 sites. Thex-axis is the
normalized quantityX5(r 21)/(^r &21), where^r& is the average
value ofr. The four curves correspond to four different times in th
reaction, t5200, t51000, t510 000, andt5100 000 steps, as
marked. The data is an average over 100 000 realizations.
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50.1760.01 for theLNNDD , andf 50.1360.01 for theLgap.
We note that we do not calculate the long distance dec

of the distributions. These would require more extens
simulations but are expected to only give the typical ‘‘tai
behavior of the hertzian distribution for randomized e
sembles.

IV. DISCUSSION

We relate our results to two classes of previous invest
tions. The first is theA1B→C reaction front widthW in
cases of initially separated reactantsA andB. This problem
was studied analytically@4,8,10–12#, by simulation@8,11,14#
and experimentally@13–15#. Depending on the exact situa
tion, the exponenta for W;ta has values ranging from zer
to 1

2 for one-dimensional systems. In the mean-field scal

FIG. 3. The location of the minimum and the maximum in F
1, as a function of time. Notice that they-axis units are reduced
~normalized! distancer units, (r 21)/(^r &21).

FIG. 4. The location of the minimumXmin and the maximum
Xmax in Fig. 2, as a function of time. Notice that they-axis units are
reduced~normalized! distancer units, (r 21)/(^r &21).
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approach@4#, asymptoticallya5 1
6 . This was also confirmed

in some Monte Carlo simulations@14# and experiments@15#.
For early times~where the ‘‘diffusion limited’’ reaction is
practically ‘‘reaction limited’’! a5 1

2 , again by simulation
@8# and by experiments@13#. When one of the reactants i
static, results in one dimension vary from zero to1

4 @10–12#.
There is no simple relation to our various exponents rang
between1

8 and 1
4. Our exponents are derived at intermedia

times and may be characteristic of either ‘‘early’’ times, a
ymptotically long times, or anything in between. Neverth
less, they may serve as guidance for experimental or theo
ical work. For instance, it is reasonable that the exponent
the minima could not be asymptotically larger than that
the maxima~otherwise the minima will ‘‘catch-up’’ with the
maxima!.

A comparison is now made with previous work on th
sameA1B model, i.e., with initially random reactant distri
bution @5–7,9,18#. For simplicity, we limit ourselves tod
51 ~one dimension!. This previous work emphasized segr
gated domain sizes@9,14,19#, gaps and NNDD@5–7,9#. Rel-
evant to our present work are theA-B gaps~and NNDD!, as
well as the domain sizes. We expect the product format
sites to be limited to the gaps betweenA and B domains.
Thus, the ‘‘initial linewidth’’ L should be smaller than suc
gaps. We also expect ourXmin to be statistically larger
~slightly?! than the A-B gap. Furthermore, we
interpret the broad, distributedXmax as a rough measure
of the domain sizes. The picture is roughly
...AAAAAACCCBBBBBBBCCCCAAAAAA... . We note
that theC sites denote ‘‘recent past’’ locations ofA-B anni-
hilation sites. According to Leyvraz and Redner@7,9#, theAB
gaps grow with exponent38 (d51), while the domain sizes
time scaling@1,2# is assumed to go with exponent1

2, asymp-
totically. In comparison, all our ‘‘product’’ or front expo-
nents are significantly smaller than38. We note that scaling
results in these problems are very sensitive to subtle chan
i.e., when one reactant species is immobile@8–10,12#. Fi-
nally, we note that in a random ‘‘classical’’ system, th

FIG. 5. Scaling of the reduced linewidthL, as a function of time,
for the data of Figs. 3 and 4.
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NNDD or gap distribution should be hertzian~i.e., exponen-
tial in d51!, showing noL, no Xmin and noXmax.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three pairs of measures and their time exponents h
been calculated for the product formation sites in an elem
tary A1B reaction with initially randomized reactants. Th
reaction front structures differ significantly from the rando
hertzian NNDD or the Poissonian gap distributions of cl
sical reaction kinetics fronts~where none of our three mea
.

s.

01710
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sures even exist!. We can only qualitatively relate our resul
to other measures ofA1B reactions~A or B domains andAB
gaps and nearest neighbor distances!, as well as to previous
work on reaction front measures in the case of initially se
rated reactants.
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